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Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) has emerged as the leading candidate for future
universal memory due to its non-volatility, excellent endurance and read/write performance
[1]. The magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) is a data storage element in MRAM and is basically
composed of two ferromagnetic layers separated by the magnesium oxide (MgO) tunnel
barrier. The digital information stored in the MTJ is represented by its resistance level, thus
parallel magnetic arrangement of two ferromagnetic layers leads to low resistance of MTJ but
their antiparallel magnetic arrangement results in its high resistance [2]. MgO between two
ferromagnetic layers was adopted to enlarge the resistance difference between two kinds of
magnetic arrangements by tunneling current through MgO.
The major problem in MTJ is the electrical short between two ferromagnetic due to nanoscale
bridge across the MgO caused in the MTJ etching process, which leads to no tunnel current
through MgO and no resistance difference between two kinds of magnetic arrangements.
Even if a quite thin and narrow nanoscale bridge happened somewhere along the
circumference of cylindrical shaped MTJ cell, it can result in the electrical short and failure,
therefore it is very difficult to detect the nanoscale bridge by the conventional analysis of
2-dimensional TEM.
Several points of the failed MTJ cell show extremely low resistance due to electrical short in
the MTJ resistance distribution, Fig.1 (a). Even a quite thin and narrow nanoscale bridge can
cause the electrical short, therefore the conventional analysis by 2-dimensional TEM on the
failed MTJ cannot reveal the nanoscale bridge, but shows the only clean side image of MTJ,
as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The difficulties in detection of the nanoscale bridge along the MTJ
circumference can get solved by the rotating 3-dimensional image or EDS tomography. The
samples of the failed MTJ cell placed in TEM is tilted to plus or minus 40 degrees with the
interval of 5 degrees, at which step its images were captured and analyzed. After those
images were synthesized and simulated, 3-D tomography rotating laterally 360 degrees can
be created, from which the nanoscale bridge happened somewhere along the circumference of
the failed MTJ cell can be scanned and detected. Fig. 2 (a) is a STEM image of the failed
MTJ that cannot reveal the nanoscale bridge between two ferromagnetic layers, but the
STEM image in Fig. 2 (b) tilted at 20 degrees from the initial Fig. 2 (a) can reveal the
nanoscale bridge at the side of MTJ. The STEM images of Fig. 2 are usually synthesized and
simulated into the rotating 3-D tomography because of the contrast variation of crystalline
structure with angle in TEM image. Fig. 3 (a) is the still image captured at an angle from the
3-dimensional image tomography rotating laterally, in which there is no nanoscale bridge, but
the still image of Fig. 3 (b) captured at different angle shows the nanoscale bridge at the side
of MTJ. The composition of nanoscale bridge across the MgO is analyzed to be tungsten by
3-D energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) tomography in Fig. 3 (c), which is originally at the
top of the MTJ and redeposited at the side of MTJ in the etching process. The conventional
analysis by 2-D TEM often faces its limit, so further analysis technology; 3-D EDS
tomography can detect the hidden cause of failure, and extend its analysis limit.
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Fig. 1 (a) Resistance distribution of MTJ in the antiparallel magnetic arrangement. Several points
of the failed MTJ show extremely low resistance due to electrical short. (b) 2-dimensional TEM
image of the failed MTJ with electrical short cannot reveal the nanoscale bridge at the side of MTJ.

Fig. 2 (a) STEM image of the failed MTJ that cannot reveal the bridge between two ferromagnetic
layers. (b) STEM image tilted at 20 degrees from Fig. 2 (a) reveal the nanoscale bridge at the side of
MTJ.

Fig. 3 (a) Still image captured at an angle from the rotating 3-dimensional tomography, in which
there is no nanoscale bridge (b) Still image captured at different angle shows the nanoscale bridge at
the side of MTJ (c) Still image from the rotating 3-dimensional EDS tomography reveal that the
composition of nanoscale bridge is the tungsten redeposited from top of the MTJ in the etching
process.
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